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Recent software advances have led to an expansion of the development and usage of application programming interfaces (APIs). From millions of Android packages (APKs) available on Google Store to millions of open-source packages available in Maven, PyPI, and npm, APIs have become an integral part of software development. Like any software artifact, software APIs evolve and suffer from this evolution. Prior research has uncovered many challenges to the development, usage, and evolution of APIs. While some challenges have been studied and solved, many remain. These challenges are scattered in the literature, which hides advances and cloaks the remaining challenges.

In this systematic literature review on APIs and API evolution, we uncover and describe publication trends and trending topics. We compile common research goals, evaluation methods, metrics, and subjects. We summarize the current state-of-the-art and outline known existing challenges as well as new challenges uncovered during this review.

We conclude that the main remaining challenges related to APIs and API evolution are (1) automatically identifying and leveraging factors that drive API changes, (2) creating and using uniform benchmarks for research evaluation, and (3) understanding the impact of API evolution on API developers and users with respect to various programming languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software application programming interfaces (APIs) allow their users to save time and effort by relying on pre-made functionality [121]. It is therefore not surprising that APIs are extensively used by software developers and that their usage is highly recommended to promote software quality while reducing development effort. For example, the Android API allows APKs, over 8 million in the Google Play store alone [56], to run on mobile devices across the world.
APIs are by definition interfaces to be used as entry points to reusable software entities [145]. They are not independent software entities; they are instead packaged with the software libraries [40], frameworks [70], or Web services [161], that offer them.

The ease with which APIs can be discovered and used increased with the advent of Software-as-a-service [85] and the growth of open-source software repositories, e.g., GitHub. For example, JUnit, a popular unit-testing framework, has been used by over 20,000 applications in a 42,000 application sample [155] and is often adopted by users when migrating away from other testing frameworks, e.g., TestNG [37].

APIs are inherently software artifacts and are, thus, not immune to Lehman's laws [89]. To remain useful and competitive, APIs must evolve. They evolve to offer new functionalities, fix security issues, retire unsafe/no longer necessary functionalities, and, more generally, to increase the ease with which developers can use them. For example, JUnit was introduced in 2002 and its latest version released in September 2020. It grew from version 1.0 to version 5.7.0, from offering "plain old Java objects" (POJO, classes really) and using reflection to an annotation-based framework with filters, recorders, loggers, conditional testing, etc. However, API evolution can cause various issues for both their users and their developers [85, 103, 121, 147].

Due to their omnipresence and evolution, APIs greatly impact software development. Understanding, mitigating, and leveraging the impact of APIs and API evolution on software development is necessary to design and use software APIs [148].

In the last few decades, interest in APIs and API evolution has grown rapidly in the software-engineering research community. As it grew, so did the number of publications related to APIs and their evolution. We only identified one work published in 1994 related to API evolution but 36 works in 2020. In all the works that we studied, researchers explored a variety of aspects of APIs, from API usability and misuses, to API maintenance, migration, documentation, recommendation and more. Prior research has produced many empirical studies [15, 70, 74, 104], new tools and techniques [109, 145, 148], and datasets [3, 11, 155] to uncover and solve issues due to API evolution.

Due to both the breadth and depth of the research related to APIs and API evolution, it is difficult to determine the extent of prior research, for example, which problems were uncovered, and which solutions were proposed. The large number of existing publications hide advances and also cloak important, remaining challenges in APIs and API evolution. We need a comprehensive view of the state of the art on APIs and API evolution to help researchers and practitioners.

Therefore, a survey of prior work between 1994 and 2020 (i.e., 27 years) related to API evolution and its effects would benefit the software research community as well as software developers. It should highlight existing research into API evolution and issues affected by API evolution, present the current state-of-the-art solutions to uncovered challenges, and enumerate challenges that have yet to be solved.

In this survey paper, we compile the challenges of API evolution scattered in the literature through a systematic literature review. We uncover and describe publications trends as well as trending topics. We also compile common research goals, evaluation methods, metrics, and subjects. We summarise the current state-of-the-art and provide an overview of known existing challenges and new challenges uncovered during this review.

We conclude that the main remaining challenges related to APIs and API evolution are (1) to automatically identify and leverage factors that drive API changes, (2) create and use uniform benchmarks for research evaluation, and (3) understand the impact of API evolution on API developers and users with respect to various programming languages.

Section 2 defines APIs and API evolution. Section 3 describes the methodology used to find the works selected for this literature review. Section 4 highlights the various goals, tools, and evaluations used in API evolution research. Section 5 summarises the state-of-the-art in API evolution research.
Section 6 presents open API evolution challenges that remain either partially or completely unsolved by current research. Section 7 describes the threats to the validity of this paper. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES

This section briefly presents the concept of APIs and presents an introduction to API evolution.

2.1 Definition of an API

To the best of our knowledge, the term application programming interface appeared for the first time in 1968 within the context of providing a remotely accessed, interactive computer graphics system [32]. Application programming interfaces (API) are varied and can encompass different concepts. For example, when the concept of information hiding was first coined by Parnas [127] in 1972, it was based on interfaces among modules, which today would be called APIs.

Prior work has defined APIs as “the interface to a reusable software entity used by multiple clients outside the developing organization, and that can be distributed separately from environment code” [145]. Although the term ‘API’ can be used as a general term for an interface between software components, there exists nomenclature to refer to certain types of APIs. For example, software libraries [13, 20, 39, 40, 54, 57, 77, 110, 115, 190, 195], software frameworks [33, 40, 42, 43, 70, 107, 117, 159, 183, 184, 188, 194], and Web services either RESTful [100, 137, 160, 161] or SOAP [160] have all been interchangeably been referred to as APIs because they all allow pieces of software to communicate, albeit in different ways. However, API terminology can sometimes be nuanced. For example, object-oriented languages, such as Java and C#, have specific keyword concepts to define interfaces [111, 126]. According to the definition of an API presented by prior research [145], these interfaces may only be considered APIs if they are used by multiple external clients. In this paper, we use this API definition but also consider interfaces that may be used by multiple clients within a developing organization as APIs.

2.2 API Evolution

Prior studies have shown that APIs evolve for various reasons such as increasing complexity [103], and continuous change [41, 89]. However, due to their nature as a connection point between software modules, API evolution is not without side-effects. Many studies have shown the effects of API changes not only on the API itself [41], but also on its clients [104]. APIs may therefore change differently from traditional software artifacts. For example, Sun Microsystem preferred introducing the new interface java.awt.LayoutManager2 rather than change the java.awt.LayoutManager because changing the latter would have broken existing code [162].

The evolution of APIs induces a variety of problems and challenges for API users and API developers alike [86]. On the one hand, as predicted by Lehman, continuing change [89] means that API developers must determine ways to keep their APIs useful, cutting edge, and competitive with other pieces of software [85] and API users must adapt to these API changes and new API releases. On the other hand, conservation of familiarity [89], or existing API usages, constrain the evolution of an API to avoid breaking changes while improving the API (i.e., security or performance improvements). The evolution of APIs therefore involves a balancing act of constant improvement and maintaining existing functionality. Maintaining existing functionality requires in-depth knowledge of use cases and architectural foresight and flexibility, while keeping up with rapid release cycles requires modifications to user applications as well as learning about new APIs and changes to existing APIs. Therefore, when gathering literature for our systematic review, we not only concentrate on work that directly studies APIs and their evolution, but we also consider prior work that focuses on finding solutions to problems that are caused by API evolution.
3 METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we used a well-defined, structured, and systematic approach to produce a survey on API evolution. The approach followed was inspired by guidelines from Kitchenham et al. [81] and Petersen et al. [130].

3.1 Research Questions
The goal of this systematic literature review is to provide a structured and categorized aggregate of existing API evolution research to uncover the state of API research. This knowledge will hopefully allow insight into the current state-of-the-art research and provide a quick reference into existing practices and currently unsolved challenges for future research. To achieve this goal, we designed the following research questions (RQs):

– **RQ1: How has the field of API evolution research evolved?**
  We seek to explore published papers related to API evolution, we provide an overview of these paper, categorize them, identify their goals, and investigate strategies used by API evolution researchers to evaluate their findings and discuss evaluation trends. We present our findings for this RQ in Section 4.

– **RQ2: What is the current state-of-the-art in API evolution research?**
  We present state-of-the-art approaches and tools that have been proposed to deal with problems related to API evolution. We present our findings in Section 5.

– **RQ3: What are the current and future challenges related to API evolution?**
  Finally, we seek to uncover current and future challenges still left to solve for future API research. We present our findings in Section 6.

3.2 Literature Repository Selection
We used prior state-of-the-art software engineering literature reviews [72, 75] to obtain our selection criteria for online literature repositories. Our original selection of papers came from the following technical publishers:

• ACM Digital Library
• Elsevier Science Direct
• IEEE Xplore Digital Library
• Springer Online Library
• Wiley Online Library

We also augmented our paper selection by performing a search in the Google Scholar database by entering “API Evolution” as an exact search string and parsing the results. This was done to supplement the selection of papers from technical publishers and to ensure the widest possible search scope for our survey. Indeed, the exact search phrase “API Evolution” was our search phrase for all technical publishers.\(^1\) Furthermore, we manually mined the references of each of the papers in our original selection, using forward and backward snowballing (i.e., using Google Scholar to search for citations of, and in, a specific publication), to find cited works that appeared to present work within the scope of API evolution based on their abstracts.

3.3 Literature Search and Selection
Using our predefined literature repositories, we performed searches using the exact “API Evolution” search phrase.\(^2\) The results obtained are presented in Table 1. The results highlight the absolute number of publications found in each library, as well as the number of publications that were

\(^1\)Repository of our primary studies and classifications: https://github.com/senseconcordia/APIEvolutionSurveyPapers
\(^2\)The latest search was conducted on Feb 12, 2020.
Table 1. Publications found by search engine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Engine</th>
<th>Unfiltered Publications</th>
<th>Cross-Referenced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACM Digital Library</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsevier Science Direct</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Xplore Digital Library</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer Online Library</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley Online Library</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>1061</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (duplicates removed)</strong></td>
<td><strong>1040</strong></td>
<td><strong>212</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cross-referenced and available in multiple libraries. After accounting for all duplicate publications, we found a total of 828 publications. The first author then manually filtered the results of this search, keeping only results which met the following criteria:

(1) Studies must be written in English
(2) Studies must be related to computer science or software engineering
(3) Studies should have a relation to API evolution
(4) Studies must not be a Master or PhD thesis
(5) Studies must be fully available from one or more online library

A flowchart of our publication selection process can be found in Figure 1. Based on our filtering process, we obtained 179 publications. After checking the references of the chosen papers, we added a further 190 papers to the survey. These papers were likely missing in the initial library search due to nomenclature differences (e.g., Framework evolution instead of API evolution). Finally, using the results of our initial search, along with any references that matched our filtering criteria, we selected a total of 369 publications (or primary studies) with which to conduct this survey. The filtering was done by one author, with a test-retest reliability coefficient of 0.94, showing excellent reliability [81, 173]. The most common reasons for filtering out publications were: not related to

![Flowchart of paper selection process](image-url)
Table 2. Data extracted for our research questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ</th>
<th>Type of Data Extracted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>Title, author information (names and affiliations), publication information (type, year, and location), names and sources of systems under test, types of evaluations performed, evaluation metrics, study motivation, methodology, and paper type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>Paper type, primary contribution, challenges uncovered and solved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3</td>
<td>Unresolved questions, future research avenues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

API Evolution (46%), not available from at least one online library (25%), thesis (17%), language (i.e., non-English) (9%), not related to software engineering (3%).

3.4 Data Extraction and Collection

To answer our research questions, one author carefully examined and extracted information from each of the 369 publications selected for this study. We paid particular attention to the motivation, contributions, methodologies and tooling, results, and challenges presented in the publications. To present concise and practical information, we categorized our findings into abstract categories whenever possible. The types of data extracted from each publication by one author and their relevance to each research question are presented in Table 2. The extracted categories were tested using test-retest reliability on a statistically significant sample of 189 publications (confidence level 95%, margin of error 5%). A test-retest reliability coefficient of 0.97 was obtained, showing excellent reliability [173]. All papers that met our filtering criteria and were officially published as of December 31st, 2020, were included in this study.

To answer RQ1 we categorize the topics of our selected publications, determine publication trends in API evolution, and uncover publication patterns in API evolution research. We look at which researchers and organizations publish most in the field, how often papers are published, in which type of venue they are published, and with which type of work they are most related.3 We also categorize API evolution papers into five contribution types: **New Tools and Techniques, Empirical Studies, Tools and Techniques Proposals, Surveys, and Datasets.**

![Fig. 2. API Evolution publications from Sept 19th, 1994, to Dec 31st, 2020](https://github.com/senseconcordia/APIEvolutionSurveyPapers)

More information is presented as part of an Appendix on: https://github.com/senseconcordia/APIEvolutionSurveyPapers

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: June 2020.
3.4.1 **Publication Trends.** Publications in API Evolution are trending upwards. As shown in Figure 2, the number of publications with topics related to API Evolution more than doubled from 2017 to 2018 and has continued to stay high. Furthermore, we can also observe an exponential increase in the number of cumulative publications per year. This tells us that API Evolution is not only an active research topic but is also a growing research field.

3.5 **Overview of Primary Studies**

3.5.1 **Most Common Publication Venues.** The publications studied in this paper are spread over a variety of venues, some are more popular than others. Amongst the reviewed publications, the most common venue for journal paper publications is IEEE’s Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE) with eight journal publications, followed by Empirical Software Engineering with six API Evolution journal publications. The most common conference is the International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) with 42 publications. The most common workshop is the Workshop on API Usage and Evolution (WAPI) with 12 publications.

As shown in Figure 3 we can see that the majority of publications in API Evolution are conference papers, followed by Journal papers and workshops, with only a slim minority (two) books being published. We can also see that workshop papers appear to be increasing in numbers starting in 2017. This increase in workshop publications is likely due to the founding of the International Workshop on API Usage and Evolution (WAPI) in 2017.

![API Evolution publication venues](image)

**Fig. 3. API Evolution publication venues**

3.5.2 **Publication Topics.** The three authors classified the 369 publications into various topics through the use of keywords provided by the authors within the papers themselves, keywords provided by the publisher (e.g., IEEE Keywords), or through the use of our judgment in cases where we could not recover relevant keywords.

We first employed closed card sorting to sort papers into three blanket categories, **API Maintenance** which contains 178/369 publications, **API Usability** which contains 161/369 publications, and **Other** which contains 19 publications. We then used a second round of closed card sorting to further subdivide each blanket category as shown in Figure 4. We identified three primary API research topics: **API Maintenance, API Usability, and Other.**

Since the **Other** category only contains 19 publications of various topics, it was not subdivided into subcategories. The evolution trend of the three categories and their subcategories can be observed in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows that both API usability and maintenance papers grew through the years. However, since 2011, the API research community has started to favor usability papers, with the exception of 2020 where maintenance papers dominated the field (24 vs. 7).
Looking at the subtopics for API maintenance and usability in Figure 5 we can see that the API Usage research subtopic appears to be growing rapidly in recent years. This growth can likely be attributed to tools and empirical research to uncover what makes API hard to use [202] and uncovering usage patterns to help developers [179]. The growth in popularity for these topics might be linked to the growth in available API usage data on open-source repositories and forums such as GitHub and Stack Overflow which were both launched in 2008. API migration research appears to be one of the more steadily growing research subtopics with a minimum of two publications per year since 2003, and 14 in 2020. Meanwhile, the API misuses and recommendation subtopics appear to be gaining popularity in recent years. Although the first API misuse paper in our sample was published in 2001 [50], recent years have shown a steady stream of papers related to the topic, with three papers published in 2018 [5, 9, 142], and two in 2019 [4, 177]. The topic of API recommendation started gaining recognition in 2009 [135] and has been steadily gaining ground ever since.

### Publication Contribution Types

We also classified our sample of 369 publications into five publication contribution types using an open card sorting approach with all three authors. For this classification, we rely on the judgement of the authors of this paper to extract the primary contribution of each paper. It is possible for a paper to present more than one contribution, and we sometimes must rely on human judgement to identify the primary or main contribution. Similarly to the research topic classification in Section 3.5.2, we created the contribution type categories by using author and publisher keywords, while also relying on publication venue information when it was relevant. These sources of information were combined with our best judgement to classify each publication after reading it. We generated the following five contribution types: (1) New Tools and techniques: comprised of publications that showcase novel tools and techniques to aid with existing or unsolved API evolution challenges, (2) Empirical studies: publications that primarily present data analysis and findings based on empirical evidence, (3) Tools and Technique Proposals: publications that propose novel tools or techniques without implementation details or experimental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. API publication by type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. API publication contribution types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main contribution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Tools and Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools and Technique Proposals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datasets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
results, (4) Surveys: publications based on the systematic analysis of multiple existing works, and (5) Datasets: publications that showcase and share novel data to be used for future research. The overall classification of the publications we studied can be found in Table 4.

4 EVOLUTION OF API EVOLUTION RESEARCH

We now answer RQ1: How has the field of API evolution research evolved? We divide our answer in three parts on (1) API evolution research goals, (2) API evolution research evaluation, and (3) API evolution experimental subjects, which are the three main components of any research work on API evolution.

4.1 API Evolution Research Goals

We answer the first part of our RQ1 by presenting the various goals that we uncovered when surveying API evolution literature. API evolution presents various avenues for research. For example, it is possible to empirically observe the impact of API changes on API users [85], otherwise known as the effect of perceived complexity on users [89], these studies can then provide motivation and insight to develop software tooling [34]. To better understand the trends in API evolution research, we use our publication contribution classification of the 369 papers. We divide this section using the five contribution types identified in Section 3.5.3, namely, Datasets, Empirical Studies, Tools and...
Technique Proposals, Surveys, and New Tools and Techniques to uncover which primary contributions align with which research goals.

4.1.1 New Tools and Techniques. As shown in Table 4, the majority of the papers present new tools and techniques to help with API evolution. These tools and techniques vary in scope and purpose. However, they all seek to resolve problems caused by API evolution through the intervention of either a tool or a new technique. For example, to deal with the challenge of breaking API changes, some papers attempt to help organize changes [89, 158], while others try to automate API migration [34, 64, 87, 184]. To help improve API usability, some attempt to reduce complexity [148], others attempt to help conserve familiarity [149]. To reduce API misuses, some papers propose misuse detectors [4]. We use existing surveys on API property inference techniques [145], recommendation systems [148], and software merging [109] as well as some of our own categorizations to label our dataset into API research topics presented in Section 3.5.2 of this survey (i.e., adapting to API changes, documentation, deprecation, examples, misuse, migration, recommendation, reuse patterns, usage, and other).

Answers of RQ1: New tools and techniques typically seek to help with API evolution by resolving problems that it can cause for API users (e.g., API migration tools) or to help reduce the development burden on API developer (e.g., automatic API documentation tools).

4.1.2 Empirical Studies. The second largest category of API evolution publications are presented as empirical studies. The empirical studies we observed within our dataset can largely be divided into three sub-categories. Data-mining empirical studies, that make use of data from several projects or non-human sources, empirical case studies, which target specific projects and often provide in-depth results for a few specific non-human sources, and finally user studies which make use of human participants.

Data-mining Studies: Data-mining studies concentrate on using large sources of data to provide evidence for the existence of problems and to determine their impact. These studies mainly explore challenges that deal with breaking API changes, for example, through studying the rapid evolution of mobile apps and the android API [28, 104], app categories [61] and ratings [15], and compatibility problems [63].

Case Studies: Case studies study a few (e.g., fewer than 10) systems. Comparatively to data-mining studies, the results of case studies are specific to the studied systems. These studies present a range of goals and deal with various challenges. From understanding breaking API changes, by determining the impact of API evolution on API users [70], to improving API usability by determining whether IDEs influence the usability of dynamic and static APIs [131], or determining the factors that support the long term success of frameworks [117], and many more [9, 178, 179].

User Studies: We classified eight of the papers reviewed for this survey as user studies. These papers rely on human responses to answer their research questions, which have a strong usability component. Therefore, we surmise that user studies are particularly well suited for API usability studies, and particularly concentrate on the challenges of improving API usability. The papers determine learning barriers in end-user systems [74], analyze the API usage of an IDE [27], understand developers’ deprecation needs [154] understand how API documentation fails [169], evaluate the usability of the factory pattern in APIs [48], determine what makes APIs hard to learn [144], explore the pitfalls of unfamiliar APIs [45], and study API usability [134].
Answers of RQ1: Empirical studies related to API evolution typically employ large data, case studies, or user studies to provide evidence of existing problems, the impacts of API evolution, or potential solutions to existing problems. These problems typically centre around the impacts of API evolution on API usability and API maintainability.

4.1.3 Tools and Technique Proposals. Tools and Technique Proposals within our dataset seek to highlight existing concerns in the field and provide potential approaches to resolving the problems. These papers are categorized separately because they present a particular paper structure. These papers concentrate on the same issues as New Tools and Techniques, however they only propose their solutions rather than actualize them. These proposals highlight issues that have been found in prior work (e.g., most API breaking changes are caused by refactoring [42]), and propose potential solutions to these problems (e.g., automatically detect API refactoring and replay them for clients in [42]). However, these papers are proposals and do not provide complete solution details and do not evaluate the proposed solution.

Answers of RQ1: Tools and techniques proposals related to API evolution typically seek to highlight existing concerns in the field, and provide potential approaches to resolving these problems.

4.1.4 Surveys. Like this research paper, surveys of existing literature seek to present a fair evaluation of a research topic by using rigorous methods [81]. The surveys presented in this paper typically start with a research topic and observe existing literature to provide a view of the topic at hand. Our dataset contains five surveys related to API evolution.

In his 2016 survey on software ecosystems research, Manikas [102] seeks to provide updated evidence to determine and document evolution in the field of software ecosystems. The survey shows evidence that the evolution of software ecosystems draws the attention of numerous papers [102].

As part of a book by Robillard [148], Mens and Lozano produced a chapter on Source Code-Based Recommendation Systems [108], and Kim and Meng [148], produced a chapter on Automating Repetitive Software Changes. These chapters can be independently obtained through the Springer archives, and we consider them to be two separate surveys of specific areas of recommendation systems since they are presented as such in Recommendations Systems in Software Engineering. Both of these chapters seek to provide state-of-the-art insight into specific recommendation Systems. Kim and Meng provide a general view of five source code-based recommendation systems and the in-depth design of one system to provide insight into the design decisions that are made when creating source-code based recommendation systems [148]. The chapter by Mens and Lozano seek to present state-of-the-art approaches that can be used to automate repetitive software changes [108].

In their survey of automated API property inference techniques, Robillard et al. [145], seek to provide an overview of API property inference techniques to present properties inferred, mining techniques, and empirical results of API property inference techniques [145].

In his survey on software merging, Mens [109], seeks to present a comprehensive analysis of available software merging approaches. The finding presented in this survey are directly applicable to API evolution topics such as API migration tools where merging techniques can be used to help automate API migration [106].

Answers of RQ1: Survey papers, like this systematic literature review, typically seek to present an overview of a subject using existing literature to provide clarity for their given subject and allow for effective stepping-stones for future research. The survey papers we reviewed consider subject matters related to API evolution without concentrating on API evolution itself.
4.1.5 Datasets. Out of the 369 papers investigated for this study, we uncovered three papers that we labeled as dataset papers. Which concentrate on building a dataset related to some aspect of API evolution (e.g., Linux system calls [11]). The datasets are produced to conduct further studies [11], advance the state-of-the-art [3], and improve reproducibility of research [155].

4.2 API Evolution Research Evaluation

We seek to determine how API evolution research is typically evaluated. API evolution research often requires more than manually observing an API. Studies rely on distinct evaluation methods and make use of various software metrics to evaluate their results. Details for the various types of evaluations performed in API evolution can be found online.

We identify four major means of evaluation used for API evolution research. Empirical evaluation, where quantitative metrics like LOC (lines of code) or precision and recall are used for evaluation over multiple subject systems. Case studies, where a single subject system is used to obtain subject related metrics and results. User studies, that employ survey techniques and interviews with developers or users. Finally, qualitative evaluation which relies on subjective interpretations. Figure 6a presents the evolution trends of these four evaluation means. We concentrate on the five paper types and identify the evaluation methods and the metrics that are used in these papers.

We identified 31 different evaluation metrics used in our publication sample. We assembled the metrics that occurred fewer than five times and were not known statistical properties (e.g., AUC, Confidence interval) into more global metric types, such as absolute value metrics, qualitative metrics and other. Thus, we obtained 9 metric types. Figure 7a shows their yearly trends.

Using the data we uncovered, we can see that although more rigorous evaluation metrics such as precision, recall, AUC, and F1 score appear to be gaining in popularity, a large percentage of papers still use a variety of non-standard absolute value metrics. A wide range of absolute value metrics are used to evaluate experiments and tools such as method parameter count, method changes, popularity, community size, project maturity, number of years active, fix rate, number of restarts [8, 59, 84]. None of these metrics are flawed but the lack of standardization makes it difficult to compare similar experiments and determine if progress is being made.

4.2.1 New Tools and Techniques. As presented in Section 4.1 the majority of the papers fall within the scope of new tools and techniques. A surprising number of API evolution tools and techniques do not formally evaluate their tool. In most of these cases, the tools appear to have been evaluated by

\[\text{https://github.com/senseconcordia/APIEvolutionSurveyEvaluation}\]
the authors of the paper, however no formal evaluation is provided, e.g., when the tool is presented as part of a short paper and is evaluated as part of a second paper. This is the case for SemDiff by Dagenais et al. [34]. The reader must be vigilant to obtain the evaluation of a tool.

Most API evolution tools are evaluated for their accuracy. In older papers, this accuracy was simply reporting the true positive rate [19, 105, 140]. Recent papers reported precision, recall, F1-score, and the area-under-the-curve (i.e., AUC) [30, 71, 174, 175, 187]. Figure 7a shows that, in the last decade, papers begun using more standardized metrics for their experiments.

In some cases, it is not possible to ascertain the recall of a measure (e.g., in the case of mined framework usage changes [159]), then authors normally concentrate on providing precision metrics instead [33, 159, 165, 181, 189], which is particularly prevalent in data mined from large repositories for which it is impossible to manually determine if any instances were missed by the approach. It would be possible to remedy to this situation with high quality open-source datasets that have been manually vetted by experts.

4.2.2 Empirical Studies. All of the empirical studies relied on quantitative analysis to evaluate their results. The metrics evaluated depend on the study, ranging from changes in APIs (e.g., addition, modification, removal) [95], changes in lines of code [104], code smells [61], API popularity [22], errors [115]. The most pervasive API evaluation criteria is absolute changes in API methods (e.g., changes to numbers of deprecated APIs, APIs added, APIs removed, APIs modified).

As shown in Figure 7b, case studies present a variety of evaluations. Some papers [84] compare various metrics like added APIs, deprecated APIs, removed APIs. Quantifying API changes through added/modified/removed APIs [51, 84] appears to be common for API evolution case studies.

However, although most API case studies consider and quantify API changes, some also rely on qualitative evaluations [14, 36, 143]. For example, one study [36] identifies six promises and seven perils of ported visualization tools such as promising to provide feedback about errors. This qualitative information must be manually extracted by the authors.

Case studies appear to be well suited to uncover new evaluation metrics for APIs to uncover previously unknown information such as the promises and perils of ported visualization tools [36], the types of ripple effects caused by changes in software ecosystems [143], and API migration issues [14]. It is therefore expected that case studies present more uncommon absolute value metrics and other metrics, because these studies might be attempting to identify new metrics. The information uncovered through case studies can later be used in larger scale empirical studies of various APIs, for example to determine the impact of API migration issues on various APIs [196].
4.2.3 Tools and Techniques Proposals. Reports from talks or expert panels of API evolution concentrate on coarse grained issues and challenges that plague the field of software APIs. These papers concentrate on abstracted problems taken from existing literature, and rarely evaluate their methodology. Most papers that concentrate on future research avenues [16, 78] and paradigm shifts [149] do not present evaluation criteria.

However, some exceptions exist. A report on web APIs, concentrates on challenges in the field, but also suggests looking into metrics like latency to benchmark performance [180]. Similarly, papers on recommended practices [88] concern specific software metrics that could be improved through developer knowledge (e.g., reducing coupling) [88]. Finally, a tool proposal contains an evaluation for their tool through accuracy metrics, and a user study [42].

4.2.4 Surveys. We observe two types of survey papers related to API evolution. The first type concentrates on existing literature, for example a survey on automated API property inference techniques by Robillard et al. [145] surveys existing techniques and provides a summary of these techniques. Surveys of this type do not appear to rely on metrics to evaluate the papers presented in their findings. These papers instead rely on the evaluation presented in each of the papers surveyed. Furthermore, each survey of this type identifies a particular scope and specific criteria that must be respected throughout the study, criteria which are manually evaluated by the author(s). Similarly, in this systematic literature review, we also rely on the evaluations presented in our sampled papers. However, we also use quantitative information to uncover publishing and evaluation trends, as well as determine the emergence of API evolution sub-fields.

The second survey type provides the results of questions used to extract data from participants. These papers present quantifiable data that can be evaluated in various ways. For example, one paper [144] provides raw data for responses to survey questions within the related paper. Furthermore, the responses to the survey questions are quantitatively evaluated by the author [144]. Meanwhile, other works [48] survey the behavior of programmers to specific tasks. This behavior can be quantified through statistical measures such as standard deviation, Z-score, and p-values [48]. Current evaluation methodologies appear to be tailored to specific papers with no standardized dataset or evaluation methodology used for API evolution surveys. This lack of standardized evaluation methodology should be addressed by the community since it hampers research comparison and therefore makes it difficult to determine when and where progress has been made.

4.2.5 Datasets. We found three papers presenting empirical datasets. Datasets related to API evolution, are proposed to stimulate research [155], and to improve the state-of-the-art [3].

Datasets are not always fully evaluated because fully verifying large datasets can incur a heavy manual overhead. Therefore, some datasets do not present any immediate evaluation [155], some datasets are fully manually verified by multiple individuals [3], and some datasets are evaluated through manual verification of a statistically significant sample [11].

**Answers of RQ1:** Similarly to API property inference techniques [145], empirical evaluation in API evolution studies in general has not yet converged to specific styles and metrics. A surprising number of API evolution tools and techniques do not present any empirical evaluation while studies with similar tools and techniques evaluate precision, recall, f1-score, and AUC. Meanwhile, API evolution empirical studies rely on various metrics with absolute changes in API methods appearing most often, but not always. Survey papers, tools and techniques proposals, and dataset papers similarly present a variety of evaluation criterion with no clear standards. While some flexibility is indeed required to allow for various research goals, there is still work to be done to evaluate similar research goals using similar evaluations styles and metrics.
Table 5. APIs used most commonly as evaluation subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Android</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java API</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy systems</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHotDraw</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log4j</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proprietary systems</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Struts (1&amp;2)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUnit</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guava</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFreeChart</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucene</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharo</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.Net API</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 API Evolution Experimental Subjects

We now finish answering our RQ1 by providing further insight into API evolution evaluation by presenting the APIs that are most commonly used as evaluation subjects. We concentrate on APIs that are used as evaluation systems in at least five different studies within our sample set. The frequency of API under evaluation in our sample set is presented in Table 5. While comparing the frequency of the various APIs used as evaluation subjects by prior work, we highlight benefits and reasons for choosing specific APIs as evaluation subjects.

We find that the majority (346) of the studies in our dataset employ at least one API to evaluate their hypotheses. 127 of these 346 studies employ multiple APIs to allow the generalization of results across multiple systems or multiple programming languages.

27 out of 369 publications either do not present or do not use an API to test hypotheses. The lack of test systems may be due to the nature of the publication. For example, survey papers concentrate on summarizing the state of prior work [102, 108, 109, 145]. Similarly, book chapters [148], papers about general programming practices [88], future research proposals [46, 149], and hypotheses about the future of software engineering [78] do not employ APIs. Some tool proposal papers do not provide any tests when simply presenting the tool [40, 42, 120, 163, 164, 186]. Similarly, exploratory research with theoretical findings does not always provide tests [1, 16, 180]. Finally, some research uses theoretical proofs to ascertain their results, and prove the validity of their approach without tests [29, 94, 150, 178].

When considering that the Android API is primarily Java, and that most toy systems (12 out of 21) used within our sample are created by using the Java programming language, we find that API evolution research is heavily skewed towards the Java programming language. As shown in Figure 6b, 236/369 papers (63.9%) are exclusively evaluated with Java systems between 1994 and 2020. However, this trend seems to be shifting in recent years. The second most common programming language is JavaScript with 15 papers using JavaScript APIs, since 2011, to evaluate their findings. Figure 6b presents the evolution trends of programming languages used in the evaluation of API research from 1994-2020. We only include programming languages that were used for more than two publications within our sample. Table 5 presents APIs that are used as test in more than five different research papers.

Answers of RQ1: API evolution evaluation is skewed towards the Java programming language: 236/369 papers (63.9%) used exclusively Java APIs. This presents opportunities for replication studies as well as potential avenues for future research with other programming languages that differ from Java, e.g., Python or JavaScript.
Answers of RQ1: How has the field of API evolution research evolved? API usability and maintainability are API researchers’ main research goals and subjects of empirical studies. Proposals and surveys pertain to all aspects of API evolution. Empirical studies, surveys, and datasets on API evolution use various evaluation methods, criteria, and metrics. API evolution evaluation is heavily skewed towards the Java programming language.

5 SEMINAL AND RECENT PUBLICATIONS

To answer RQ2: What is the current state-of-the-art in API evolution research?, we first present publication trends within the state-of-the-art in API research. We then concentrate on the seminal and most recent concepts and research works. We chose these seminal works based on the novelty of their content, the number of works that present similar ideas and build on these seminal works. We divide this section by publication contribution type as in Section 4.1.

5.1 New Tools and Techniques

Over the years a variety of tools and techniques have been developed to ease the burdens caused by API evolution. In general, we find that tools and techniques appear to primarily concern themselves with Lehmans law of Conservation of Familiarity while other laws such as Continuing Change, Increasing Complexity, and Invariant Work Rate serve as challenges to the Conservation of Familiarity [89]. We separate API evolution tools and techniques into general topics such as documentation [35], examples [186], misuse [5], migration [43], recommendation [108], usage [145], and other. As presented in Section 3.5.2, these tool topics were either identified in prior surveys [102, 108, 109, 145, 148], or by using publication keywords, titles, abstracts as well as our own judgement. We provide a general overview of the state-of-the-art for each tool topic.

API Documentation Tools: API documentation has been described as large and cumbersome [38], lacking and difficult to produce [56], but instrumental to success [146]. State-of-the-art tools and techniques use Stack Overflow posts to supplement documentation for lexical queries [71], augment documentation by automatically detecting APIs in the documentation [171], employ dynamic specification mining to improve decaying documentation [2], identify misuses in documentation to warn users [92], generate high quality source code summaries [98], and employ neural networks to produce high-quality text-to-code [119], code-to-text, and code-to-code retrieval [123].

API Examples Tools: API examples have been touted as helpful to understand how APIs work [105, 113]. Approaches such as MAPO [199] and Jungloid [101] mine API examples from existing code. Approaches such as Examplore [58] employ relational topic models to produce API examples that span multiple files. Techniques using bytecode analysis [105], framework extension points [33], and software visualization [26] have also been used to identify API examples.

API Misuse Tools: API misuse tools primarily attempt to identify unfavorable API uses that could lead to future problems [4]. Approaches use machine learning [142], mutation analysis [177], specification mining [138], and API-usage-graphs [4], to attempt to detect misuses.

API Migration Tools: CatchUp! [40, 64] was one of the original approaches to deal with the problem of API migration. It captures API refactorings produced by API developers and synthesizes an edit script that can be replayed on API user code. Similar approaches were created where edit scripts could be manually created by the API developers [13] rather than recorded.

JDiff [6] is one of the first tools to synthesize a report of API changes between two versions of an application. It presents additions, removals, and modifications to any API. This information can be used to automatically track changes made to APIs. Similarly, ACUA [183] analyzes the binary
code of both frameworks and client’s programs written in Java to identify API changes, generating a report to estimate migration workload.

SemDiff [34] was one of the first approaches to use call dependency analysis to map APIs between two versions and determine a migration path between two or more migrated APIs. AURA [184] combines call dependency and text similarity analyses to identify API change rules between two versions. HiMa [107] uses revision control to create framework-evolution rules, which are then used to migrate user applications, outperforming both SemDiff and AURA. Approaches such as LASE [106] create a context-aware edit script from two or more examples and use the script to automatically identify edit locations and transform code. Recent API migration tools and techniques employ abstraction layers [57], knowledge extracted from API clients’ evolution [158], and syntactic changes [20] to improve API migration techniques.

Tools and techniques also exist to migrate across programming languages rather than application version [24]. The state-of-the-art in this domain currently employs generative adversarial networks to produce high quality API mappings across languages such as Java and C# [24].

API Recommendation Tools: Identifying useful APIs can be a challenge for API users [118]. API recommendation attempt to ease the burden of selecting the most appropriate API by automatically recommending potentially useful API [141]. Various tools and techniques have been proposed to recommend useful API methods [30, 47, 135], and parameters [7]. Current state-of-the-art approaches rely on converting English text queries and documentation to API elements [12, 125], ranking existing API recommendations by leveraging API usage path features [99], version history and Stack Overflow posts [10, 190].

API Usage Mining Tools: Most of the tools and techniques are primarily targeted at API users. However, API usage mining tools are particularly suited to API researchers and API developers. These tools attempt to uncover various API usage metrics from API user projects and examples. These tools and techniques are meant to determine API usage for a variety of reasons. These reasons range from determining the most useful API methods [163], to improving API productivity [116]. We identified tools that automatically identify refactoring with high precision and recall [44, 168]. Tools that can automatically identify API that will be made public in the future [69], and tools that can extract fine-grained API usage [156].

Learning to use APIs appropriately is challenging [46]. Several attempts have been made at easing the learning curve of APIs by automatically improving online question/answer forums either through automatic answers [151], or by providing more information about the APIs themselves [132]. Other approaches use of machine learning approaches to extract and provide API tips to users [175]. There are also techniques that infer structured descriptions of web APIs from web examples [166].

Other API Tools: Not all tools fit in the categories presented above. Some tools present solutions to niche problems to help verify the impact of APIs on program correctness [164, 176, 181, 182], software security [73, 140, 200], and software quality [18]. We also found papers that detect deprecated APIs [201] and API reuse patterns or code clones [66, 122, 198] to identify useful patterns for API users and APIs to improve for API developers. Finally, tools have been created to apply standards to REST API [91], test cloud APIs [8], and develop adapters for web services [17].

Answers of RQ2: State-of-the-art tools and techniques related to API evolution seek to, in order of importance, improve API usage, help adapt to changes, provide automated API migration, provide API recommendations, reduce API misuse, and provide better API documentation and examples.
5.2 Empirical Studies

We uncover two main subjects in the state-of-the-art API evolution empirical studies, those that concentrate on API usability and those that concentrate on API maintenance.

**API Usability:** Many papers look into various aspects of API usability to reduce complexity [89]. These papers concentrate on issues such as breaking changes, integration problems, how API are used and what makes APIs hard to use, API standards, API misuses, and API documentation.

Current empirical studies in breaking API changes suggest that there is a growing need to document acceptable usages for APIs [179]. Furthermore, it is suggested that non-atomic refactoring patterns used by API developers can reduce API migration burdens [179]. Non-atomic refactorings in this case are defined as introducing a new API and changing the existing API piecemeal until there is no more use of the old API [179].

On average dominant topics on forums can cover at least of 50% of questions pertaining to web API integration [172]. It is possible to unbundles software APIs in different ways to vary the uniqueness of API bundles [103].

Finding good names, relations between API types, knowing the impact of API flexibility and accurate documentation are all needed for good API usability [134]. API users claim that discovering allowable types is difficult, thus tools to suggest allowable types could benefit users [45]. APIs do present meaningful local interaction patterns that can be used for future recommendations [65]. Developers have a hard time understanding reflections API, and only produce tests after a bug is reported [136]. Developers use examples to understand how APIs work. They also need to understand the general idea of how an API works [144].

Recent papers have uncovered 22 patterns that determine what makes an API less usable [202]. Programming language [197] as well as tools, information, and boundary resources such as community are very important when selecting an API [117].

Issues pertaining to API standards [92, 114, 178] affect the usability of web APIs [51]. Deprecation in particular has been found to vary mechanism, support, and implementation and fail to fully address the needs of developers [154]. Performance issues in mobile apps has been studied and carefully designing storage, limiting the MVC pattern, and limiting widgets are all factors that improve app performance [96].

Various works have studied API misuses [9, 79]. 11 different types of API fault cases have been identified [9]. Most cases have been attributed to missing data [9]. However, a lack of semantic awareness and correct usage examples lead to many false positives in API misuse detectors [5].

Many papers concentrate on API documentation motivated by incomplete documentation [49], the challenge of producing good documentation [129], and the shift of API documentation to more social sources [128]. A case study with Github and Stack Overflow to locate information from 10 popular APIs found that Github and Stack Overflow are often used by Google to document new functionalities [167]. An empirical study that combines API patterns extracted from GitHub projects to determine if Stack Overflow posts present faulty API code, found that up to 31% of posts may have potential API violations [193]. Languages with static typing and documentation are much easier to use than dynamic languages, with or without documentation [49]. Documentation incompleteness and ambiguity plague developers in a user-study to determine what causes developers to use other APIs [169]. Almost all usage constraints are present in API source code but not in documentation [152]. An empirical study of automatic knowledge extraction techniques to extract knowledge from API documentation found that SVM and deep-learning methods can be complementary when attempting automatic knowledge extraction [55].
Answers of RQ2: Empirical studies on API usability typically concentrate on how API are used and what makes APIs hard to use this includes challenges, such as, in order of importance, breaking changes, integration problems, and API standards. API usability studies also concentrate on API misuses, API examples, and API documentation.

**API Maintainability:** A large number of empirical studies related to API evolution concentrate on the maintainability of APIs to conserve familiarity as APIs evolve [89]. More precisely, papers mainly concentrate on aspects such as deprecation, reuse patterns, the speed at which APIs change, and the effects of propagating these changes.

A user study found that developers who use unstable Eclipse APIs often do not read documentation and therefore do not know which API are deprecated [27]. Empirical studies have been conducted to determine how effective documentation is at solving deprecation problems. Most documentation does not cover alternative APIs and code examples are very rarely documented [82]. However, in the case of the Android API, deprecated entities are removed in a timely manner, and the Android API recommends alternatives; yet most deprecated APIs in Android are in popular libraries [95]. Another empirical study determined that there is no major effort to update deprecation messages in most projects and that deprecated messages depend on the size and community of the project [23]. They found that only 64% of API elements that are deprecated have replacement messages, and that there is no effort to improve this over time [22].

Empirical studies have been conducted to detect reuse patterns and software clones to improve maintainability [76]. Patterns of API reuse have been identified in various code samples (e.g., opening and closing files) [110]. A decline of popularity appears to indicate that something is wrong with an API [112]. Some studies have shown that over 80% of breaking changes in API are due to refactoring [43], however other studies have since disputed this claim [31]. Refactoring APIs has however shown a tendency to increase the speed at which bugs are fixed [80].

Empirical studies that concentrate on the side effects of rapid API evolution found that using new APIs that are highly touted may be a counter-productive practice [139]. Although the potential for problems to occur due to developers updating to newer library versions without modifying any of their source code is high, these problems tend not to occur on a wide scale in practice [39]. 28% of android references are out of date. 22% of outdated API usages eventually upgrade to newer API versions but this takes about 14 months [104]. Mostafa et al. [115] found that most API incompatibilities are not well documented, and 67% of client bugs linked to backwards incompatibility can be fixed through simple client changes [115]. Furthermore, over 88% of Android apps follow the same workaround pattern to fix Android version issues, and this pattern can sometimes lead to incorrect behavior [63]. Studies have suggested that developers believe there is a direct relationship between adopted APIs and user ratings [15]. Web services follow a spike and calm cycle of maintenance, an empirical study into Amazon services determined recommendations to make the most of spike and calm cycles from a developer point of view [191].

API evolution empirical studies have been used to determine different patterns of evolution for web APIs [93]. APIs change due to needing more functionality and usability [60]. Most API developers appear to introduce breaking changes to simplify the API and introduce new functionality [21]. Meanwhile, library maintainers are less likely to break API classes used by many clients [83]. API users update API versions and only use deprecated entities less than 20% of the time. However, most users do not react to deprecation, but remove API references when something gets deleted [157]. 14.78% of API changes break compatibility and impact 2.54% of clients [185]. Systems with higher break frequencies are usually larger and more popular [185]. Another empirical study similarly finds that about half of API changes cause reactions in only 5% of clients and that the overall reaction time is slow [67].
Studies have shown that mobile development questions increase when new versions of Android are released, and these questions appear to concentrate on deleted methods [97]. Meanwhile, mobile devs rarely update their apps, and when they do, it is likely with respect to GUIs [153]. API updates are ignored due to poor awareness of benefits and high cost [153].

The results of empirical studies lead to the recommendation of semantic versioning, self-documenting APIs, publishing customized change-logs with discussion forums for changes [160]. Furthermore, web APIs should not change too often, old versions should not linger, API developers should keep usage data, blackout tests should be used, and providing examples is useful to users [53].

**Answers of RQ2:** Empirical studies on API maintainability typically concentrate on challenges, such as the speed at which APIs change, change impact, reuse patterns, and API deprecation.

### 5.3 Tools and Techniques Proposals

The tools and technique proposals primarily concentrate on highlighting an existing problem and proposing potential solutions for future work. API evolution tools and technique proposals concentrate on the future of API evolution research. The more recent proposals highlight the need to differentiate between web APIs and library APIs [180] and to develop digital assistants to map user intent to ever more numerous APIs [16]. Furthermore, one particular proposal concentrates on a vision of automated developer documentation [149]. It highlights challenges such as establishing precise links between artifacts, capturing document request context, and the summarizing and synthesis of documents [149]. These proposals are particularly useful to understand the current demands of researchers and developers.

**Answers of RQ2:** Tools and technique proposals discuss differences between Web and library APIs, automated documentation, and automated traceability between APIs and other software artifacts.

### 5.4 Surveys

Surveys highlight seminal concepts and state-of-the-art work by design. As previously mentioned in Section 4.1, we found five survey papers pertaining to API evolution using the methodology highlighted in Section 3.

These papers highlight the state-of-the-art in recommendation systems pertaining to API evolution [108, 148], software ecosystems [102], API property inference techniques [145], and software merging techniques [109]. We use metrics, classifications, and challenges uncovered by prior surveys [102, 108, 109, 145, 148] to reinforce our own findings, and to categorize tools and techniques employed in API evolution studies, and empirical studies into publication types in Sections 5 & 6.

The survey papers also highlight open problems and future research directions in their respective domain. Some open-questions have been solved since the publication of the surveys. However, some challenges are still open, and we re-iterate these along with our own findings in Section 6.

**Answers of RQ2:** Surveys associated to API evolution tend to highlight the state-of-the-art in research as well as current research challenges and future research directions.

### 5.5 Datasets

Papers that primarily concentrate on datasets are oriented towards replication, and future studies. In the three datasets in our study, the data presented is recent (2015-2018) and available online to be kept up to date and relevant to API evolution studies.

We identified a dataset constructed from the observation of a decade of Linux system calls [11]. This dataset presents 8,870 classified system call related changes. Another dataset presents 1,482,726
method invocations related to 5 Java APIs (Guava, Guice, Spring, Hibernate, EasyMock) created by mining 20,263 projects on GitHub [155]. Both of these datasets target research in software APIs to improve the state-of-the-art in future API studies.

The final dataset specifically concentrates on API misuses [3]. This dataset contains 89 API misuses collected from 33 projects and a survey. The primary goal of the benchmark is to evaluate API-misuse detectors, which will then allow fair comparison between various approaches [3].

We consider three papers that present datasets as primary contributions. However, papers listed under different primary contributions (e.g., Empirical studies) could have a dataset as secondary contributions. For example, there are papers that contribute approaches [156], or empirical studies [61] but also include datasets. Making research datasets open-source is becoming more popular.

State-of-the-art datasets are vetted, open-source sources of data for replications: API invocations [155], Linux system calls [11], and API misuses [3] are available for API evolution research.

Answers of RQ2: What is the current state-of-the-art in API evolution research? We described seminal and recent API evolution works. Table 6 summarises their challenges and state-of-the-art solutions. They are concerned by breaking changes, usability, and misuses. They want to ease API usage, API changes, API migration. They also want to provide API recommendations, reduce API misuse, and document APIs. They suggest that future works should concern Web APIs, automated documentation, and automated traceability between APIs and other software artifacts.

6 CURRENT AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

To answer RQ3: What are the current and future challenges related to API evolution?, we manually identify existing API evolution research challenges and also uncover unsolved ones (presented in Table 7). Indeed, although API research has grown rapidly in the last decades, and several avenues of research have shown promising results and tools, there are still many unsolved challenges related to API evolution. Challenges in API evolution research are scattered in the literature, which hides advances and also cloaks important, remaining challenges.

While producing this literature review, we kept a record of challenges that are mentioned in publications. Using this record, if we find publications that attempt to resolve these challenges, we consider them existing challenges (EC). However, if a challenge is mentioned, but no solutions currently exist we consider the challenge to be an emerging or unsolved challenge (UC). We manually added further challenges to these unsolved challenges by using the insights that we gained throughout this literature review.
Table 7. Open challenges in API research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge types</th>
<th>Paper types</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing challenges</td>
<td>New tools and techniques</td>
<td>EC-1: Combining textual merging with syntactic and semantic approaches [109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-2: Providing a commercially viable API migration solution [20, 34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-3: Incorporating domain specific information into tools [109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-4: Using systematic evaluation methods in empirical evaluations [145]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-5: Producing more specific and less abstract theories [102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-6: Reducing the variability of software API studies [102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-7: Finding input examples for API migration through examples [148]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-8: Improving the granularity of API migration approaches [148]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-9: Validation and correction of API migration edit scripts [148]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-10: More tools to help with Web APIs [180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-11: Using existing library API research as stepping stones for Web APIs [180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-12: Combining both API side learning with client side learning [158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empirical studies</td>
<td>EC-14: Defining best fit APIs [192]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-15: Automatically identifying factors that drive API changes [60, 70, 191]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-16: Dealing with API semantics and dependencies [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC-17: Deploying bug fixes to multiple API versions [160]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsolved Challenges</td>
<td>New tools and techniques</td>
<td>UC-1: Using uniform benchmarks for API tool evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-2: Supporting the context sensitivity of API migration tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-3: Improving performance of API tooling to allow user adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-4: Dealing with fuzzy and ambiguous developer intent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-5: Reducing the knowledge gap between API users and developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-6: Tools that mine usage data help API developers improve APIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-7: Keeping API users in the loop for API recommendation systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-8: Generalizing API tools to languages other than Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-9: Tools to help API developers deal with API migration, not just users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-10: Reducing API misuse from the API development side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empirical studies</td>
<td>UC-11: Understanding the coupling between APIs and programming languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-12: Determining API migration and API recommendation impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-13: Generalizing API empirical studies to languages other than Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UC-14: Comparing the evolution of various APIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Datasets</td>
<td>UC-15: Creating large scale API migration and recommendation datasets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We identify existing challenges for API evolution research on new tools and techniques, empirical studies. We uncover no challenges from proposals or surveys. Similarly, we did not uncover existing challenges from datasets, only unsolved challenges. Based on our findings, we believe that Lehman’s 8th law, namely Feedback System [90], poses the largest hurdle to future API evolution research.

### 6.1 New Tools and Techniques

**Existing Challenges: Issue:** Most of the tools presented in this report concentrate on library APIs; little effort has been done on Web APIs [180] (EC-10). While Web APIs differ from library APIs, their users must concern themselves with quality of service, weak specifications, and a lack of comprehensive listings for Web APIs [180]. Web APIs do suffer from API migration, API documentation, and API example problems, but their research prevalence is sparse. **Propositions:** Researchers should use existing research, such as API migration approaches [6, 20, 24, 34, 57, 106, 158, 183, 184], high quality code summary generation [98], misuse identification [92], and using relational topic models for examples [58] as stepping stones to improve Web API tooling (EC-11).

State-of-the-art migration techniques should consider hybrid approaches (EC-12) to combine both API side learning with client side learning [158] and consider the use of domain adaptation methods (EC-13) to deal with out-of-vocabulary problems, a current API Evolution issue [24].

**Issue:** API migration, API recommendation, and API misuse detectors still have room for improvement. **Propositions:** These challenges require keeping the API users in the loop, because they are ultimately the ones most impacted by these problems. Furthermore, tools that attempt to aid with these problems should aim to support more programming languages and Web APIs.
Unsolved Challenges: Issue: Many tools and techniques have been created to deal with API evolution challenges. However, most tools concentrate on a small range of challenges and do not fully consider feedback loops involved in API evolution. Although individual tools show promising results [4, 34, 58], none can claim to be 100% effective at solving their target problem. Machine learning approaches are now emerging as potential solutions to key API evolution issues [25, 124], it remains unclear whether current approaches are good enough for user adoption, whether they can be applied to all issues, or if performance should still be improved before users can start using these tools (UC-3). Fuzzy and ambiguous intent (UC-4) as well as the rapid evolution of software services that employ APIs, such as IoT devices, are challenges that concern evolving APIs [16].

Propositions: Effective API engineering must find solutions to deal with technical problems caused by APIs, and to reduce ambiguity of APIs [132] and the knowledge gap between API developers and users (UC-5). New tools are needed to help API developers create APIs that are easy to use by API users [144] (UC-6), just like better techniques are required to help API users understand how to use APIs [147] (UC-7). Both of these challenges are dependent on researchers understanding what constitutes a "good" API, and why API users select one API over another.

Issue: Many tools want to expand to more programming languages [68, 71, 116, 175, 189]. However, most are still developed for Java. Figure 6b shows an emerging shift to other programming languages in recent years. However, it remains to be seen how effectively API evolution tools would translate to other programming languages (UC-8).

Issue: API migration received a great deal of attention in API evolution research. However, it is still an open problem. Most existing approaches concentrate on the client side, with the premise that API migration is the burden of API users [87, 106, 133]. Propositions: Research should be done to determine if it would be more efficient to transfer some of the burden to API developers (UC-9) (e.g., have API developers provide migration scripts like Python5 versions 2 to 3), and develop tools to improve API engineering such that API migration efforts are reduced on the client side.

Issue: Several tools have been developed to extract API misuses [4] and API usage [105] (e.g., API call frequency). Propositions: Research should concentrate on using usage and misuse information to create a feedback loop to help API developers improve their APIs (e.g., using API workarounds as improvement areas [86]) (UC-10). Most of the API research conducted in the last two decades concentrated on API users rather than API developers.

6.2 Empirical Studies

Existing Challenges: Issue/Proposition: Studies uncovered the need for future work on API developers and API development for supporting the evolution of APIs [52, 143], defining best fit APIs [192] (EC-14), and automatically identifying factors driving API changes [60, 191] (EC-15).

Issue/Proposition: In their study on API misuse detectors, Amann et al. [5] highlight the need for future studies into program semantics and dependencies (EC-16), as well the need for tools that properly handle alternative patterns for the same API.

Issue/Proposition: The need for tools to deploy bug fixes to several versions of an API at once (EC-17) has been proposed by Sohan et al. [160].

Unsolved Challenges: Issue: Most (66%) API evolution empirical studies concentrate on APIs written in the Java programming language. Other languages such as C, C++, C#, JavaScript, Python are only covered by a small percentage (≤ 5% each) of empirical studies. Proposition: Future studies should generalize to languages other than Java (UC-13).

Issue: A great number (74%) of empirical studies do not rely on any statistical tests to evaluate their results. The majority of these studies present metrics such as lines-of-code (LOC) or the

5http://python-future.org/automatic_conversion.html
numbers of field/method/class changes, but there is no current way to normalize these results to compare them across studies or APIs (UC-14). **Proposition:** It remains an open challenge to compare the evolution of various APIs, particularly across programming languages.

### 6.3 Datasets

*Unsolved Challenges: Issue:* We identified three papers on datasets. Although it has become more popular in recent years to publish datasets (all four datasets presented in this paper were published after 2015), the field suffers from a lack of accepted and up-to-date datasets. For example, 13 papers concentrate on API migration tools and techniques, however, we could not identify any common dataset or API to directly compare migration tools or studies.

**Proposition:** API evolution research would greatly benefit from more datasets, particularly for API migration and recommendation (UC-15). Such datasets are challenging to create because some API migrations and recommendations are subjective and context sensitive.

### 6.4 Others

Other goals of research on API evolution, tools and technique proposals and surveys, are scarcer so we discuss them together in this section.

**Existing Challenges: Issue/Proposition:** In his survey on software merging [109], Mens highlights a need for tools that combine textual merging with syntactic and semantic approaches (EC-1). Since attempted in API migration tools like SemDiff [34] and APIDiff [20]. However, these tools have yet to provide a commercially viable solution (EC-2). Mens further highlights the need to incorporate domain specific information, which has also been attempted by various API migration tools, with various levels of success (EC-3). However, current solutions appear context sensitive.

**Issue/Proposition:** Robillard et al. [145] found that the empirical evaluation of API properties is lacking in systematic evaluation methodology (EC-4). Although their survey determines a foundation to compare API property inference techniques, this methodology has yet to rise. It is unclear why this foundation has yet to take hold. Perhaps due to a lack of exposure, or because there are hurdles imposed by the proposed systematic evaluation methodology. We hope to bring attention to this challenge amongst others, to improve the exposure of existing proposed evaluation methodologies, and guide future research into more systematic and comparable evaluations.

**Issue/Proposition:** Manikas et al. [102] posit that theories about software ecosystems and the APIs they involve can often be either too general (EC-5) or too abstract. Manikas highlights that it is difficult to study software ecosystems due to the high variability in the field, APIs which are part of these ecosystems are therefore similarly impacted by high variability (EC-6).

**Issue/Proposition:** Robillard et al. [148] highlight several open challenges with respect to automating repetitive software changes. Finding input examples to automate software changes remains an open problem (EC-7). Integrating testing with code recommendation and dealing with various levels of code granularity (EC-8) for API recommendations and migrations also remain open challenges. Current recommendation tools rely on human intervention to determine the correctness of the recommendation (EC-9). Tools such as MAPO [199] attempted to automate API example gathering, but no tool currently fully solved this challenge. Work remains to extract code examples relevant to user queries, and to determine whether multiple examples are similar.

*Unsolved Challenges: Issue:* Currently, API property inference techniques do not appear to use uniform benchmarks to test their performance. The results of these techniques are therefore at the mercy of the dataset and evaluation methodologies chosen by their authors which prevents comparisons between techniques. **Proposition:** Future research should seek to use a standard evaluation such as the one provided by Robillard et al. [145] to improve the ease of comparison.
between various approaches (UC-1). **Issue:** Current solutions are context sensitive, yet extracting code context remains a challenging problem [87]. **Proposition:** Incorporating domain specific information into tools could help remedy this problem [62]. Yet, it is unclear how to best support the context sensitive nature of API migration tools, how these approaches would perform on different datasets (UC-2), or how their usage might affect API evolution feedback loops.

**Issue:** We posit that although there are some studies that attempt to generate theories about software APIs [65, 96, 134, 202], most tools and studies appear to be either dependent on, or linked to, factors such as API ecosystems and programming languages of the API (UC-11). Few studies attempt to determine whether the severity of various API evolution problems such as API migration and API recommendation are present across all programming languages (UC-12). **Proposition:** Systematic studies to determine the impact of API migration and the helpfulness of API recommendation systems are required to understand whether such aid is universally required or language dependent.

---

**Answers of RQ3: What are the current and future challenges related to API evolution?** Table 7 summarises and labels existing challenges (EC-1 through EC-17) and unsolved challenges (UC-1 through UC-15) identified during this systematic literature review. It shows that existing and unsolved challenges concern new tools and techniques and empirical studies first. We also consider unsolved challenges with datasets. They are concerned first and foremost with API migration, including towards Web APIs, and the evaluation/validation of API tools and their results.

---

7 **THREATS TO VALIDITY**

**Construct validity.** We do not claim that “API Evolution” presents a perfect search phrase. Different search sentences, and more search terms, could yield more results. However, to mitigate this threat, we include a large number of studies to accurately represent the field. Our taxonomy was produced in a mostly ad-hoc manner and may present some subjectivity bias [170]. We attempt to mitigate this threat by using classifications that can be found in existing papers, synonyms for that existing terminology, and the opinion of three authors.

**External validity.** While we concede that it is unlikely that we managed to find and present all of the papers linked to the topic of API evolution in this study, we believe that the sample of publications chosen for this study is representative of the state of the art in the field of API evolution. We are confident that the majority of published works in the field of API evolution are present in this study and that the trends and findings in this work are the state-of-the-art. We attempt to mitigate this threat by using six different publication search engines and by using forward and backward snowballing to obtain papers missed by our search.

**Internal validity.** The choice and categorization of the papers presented in this paper could present some biases on the part of the authors of this paper. We attempted to mitigate these biases by relying on the API experience of all three authors and by having all three authors agree on the selection procedure before papers were selected. Furthermore, the categories used to classify the papers were also agreed upon by all authors. Finally, although the majority of the selection and classification of the papers was done by a single author, these procedures were verified using a test-retest reliability to ensure that the results were internally consistent. Results showed excellent reliability.

---

6 It shows the main references presenting existing challenges. Emerging unsolved challenges are indirectly referenced because they are recently emerging and have not yet been thoroughly discussed and addressed in the literature.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a systematic survey of the literature on API evolution between 1994 and 2020 (27 years). We uncovered the publication trends as well as questions and goals related to API evolution common in the literature. We answered three research questions: RQ1: How has the field of API evolution research evolved?, RQ2: What is the current state-of-the-art in API evolution research?, and RQ3: What are the current and future challenges related to API evolution?

We observed that there are five API evolution research goals, in Section 4.1: new tools and techniques, empirical studies, tools and technique proposals, surveys, and datasets. We summarised the various methods and popular subject APIs used to evaluate API evolution research. In Section 4.2, we observed a variety of evaluation metrics, with precision, recall, f1-score, and AUC being the most common. We recommend that API evolution researchers develop/use more common benchmarks and systematic evaluation methodologies [145] to allow thorough comparisons against and systematic improvements to the state of the art.

We collected information on the APIs used to perform evaluation in the literature and reported in Section 4.3 that the Java programming language is the language of the studied API in 70.4% of the analysed papers, with the Java API, the Java Android API, some toy systems in Java, the Eclipse platform, JHotDraw, and Log4J used in more than half the papers. While we do recommend that API evolution research uses common benchmarks and, therefore, similar evaluation subjects, we also recommend considering different programming languages than Java to improve generalisability and to identify underlying common/different factors. We studied the tools and techniques proposed in the literature and observed that they mostly seek (1) to improve API usage, (2) to provide API recommendation, (3) to help with API migration, (4) to reduce API misuse, and (5) to create better API documentation and examples. We recommend incorporating domain-specific information into tools [109], creating tools for Web APIs [180] and others that help API developers improve their APIs. We recommend exploring machine learning approaches to help with API evolution challenges, a currently emerging area of interest [25, 124]. We also recommend generalising API tools to programming languages other than Java.

We reviewed works presenting empirical studies on API evolution and concluded that they focus mostly on API usability and API maintainability. Studies on API usability focus on breaking changes, integration problems, API usages, standards, misuses, and documentation. Studies on API maintainability concern change velocity and change impact, deprecation, and reuse patterns. We recommend studies to understand the coupling between APIs and programming languages, to determine the impact of API migration and recommendations, and to compare the evolution of APIs.

We reported that tools and technique proposals discuss differentiating between Web and library APIs, automated documentation, and automated traceability between APIs and other software artifacts while surveys highlight past, current, and future challenges. We also reported that datasets are available with Linux system calls, API misuses, and API invocations. While Web and library APIs are different and have different levels of difficulties due to the control available to API developers, API evolution research is on-going, which warrants a continuation of efforts related to survey papers and an increase in the number of datasets available for API evolution research. We strongly encourage researchers whose work is related to API evolution to make their benchmarks and datasets openly available and to augment existing datasets when appropriate.

Although we found that continuing change, increasing complexity, conservation of familiarity, continuing growth, and declining quality are all worthy challenges to API evolution, the next hurdle will be leveraging and mastering the feedback systems involved in API evolution [90]. Thus, we
hope that this paper can act as a reference for existing work within the scope of API evolution, as well as present challenges to guide the future of API evolution research.
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